
 
 
 
The European response to the arrival of refugees to our borders puts in doubt the 
legitimacy of the Union and its foundations. As jurists committed to human rights we have 
convened this act to express our rejection to the actions undertaken by the European 
States in relation to this subject, being the word more adapted to the current situation 
“shame”.  
 
However, this global shame is being used also as an excuse by countries to settle into an 
indifferent complacency. Due to this, it argues “a joint response" and that, with some 
exceptions, each State, by itself, can do little to address this humanitarian emergency, the 
worst in Europe since the Second World War. 
 
Recently, the heads of State and Government of the countries of the European Union and 
Turkey have reached an agreement whereby Europe will expel to Turkey all the migrants 
and asylum seekers to flee or not from conflicts or persecution, and will address only the 
requests of the Syrian people in the restricted terms contained in this agreement. In return, 
the process of accession of Turkey to the EU will be speeded up and 6,000 million euros 
from taxes will be paid to the Turkish State to assist the returnees. This shameful 
agreement violates the International Bill of Human Rights, the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the EU, the European Convention of Humans  Rights and the Geneva 
Convention for the Refugees, as well as various European directives on asylum and 
therefore has been denounced by various entities for the protection of human rights before 
institutions such as the European Commissioner for Human Rights or the Advocate of the 
People of the European Union despite which the agreement remains in force. 
 
On the other hand, and assuming that each community has the right to defend their 
identity, this does not mean that we should accept as inevitable and natural the 
xenophobic and racist attitudes against foreign people, whether they are immigrants or 



refugees. However, the current policies of the Governments of European countries 
contribute to discrimination in considering that it is possible to treat these people differently 
to whom is granted the quality of “citizen", which in practice are relegated to a second 
category of people, increasing the risk of being subject to persecution,  degrading 
treatment and discrimination. 
 
Spain has not been different from the rest of European States in their management of this 
crisis. Despite being a border country, only an insignificant number of requests for asylum 
has been handled and supported (less than 1% of the total of those presented in Europe). 
Of the nearly 16,000 people Spain committed more than six months ago to bring from 
makeshift camps in Italy and Greece, have only reached 18 (0.1%), which is completely 
unjustifiable. 
 
Not only that but, with fake calls to the solidarity with Turkey and Greece, we look 
elsewhere when it comes to our own borders, where every day still takes place expulsions 
"on the spur", detentions in internment centres with aim of driving out people deserving 
international protection and dilays an asylum process wich is highly inefficient and unfair. 
 
Therefore, we must begin by correcting these policies in our own country and remove 
obstacles that make Spain - a State that historically has been proud of its solidarity and 
foster care policies - one barrier more against the effectiveness and observance of human 
rights. 
 
We the convenors considerate that the following concrete measures must be tackled from 
now on: 
 
1. The creation in Spain of an AuthAuthAuthAuthority or Agency specialized in Rority or Agency specialized in Rority or Agency specialized in Rority or Agency specialized in Refugeefugeefugeefugeeseseses as well as 
other specialized in Immigration, which ensure the compliance with the law in both 
subjects. 
 
2.       Transposition of Directive 2001/55/ECDirective 2001/55/ECDirective 2001/55/ECDirective 2001/55/EC, "Directive on minimum standards for 
granting temporary protection in case of mass influx of displaced persons and measures 
promoting an equitable effort among Member States to accomodate these people and take 



the consequences of his hosting", specifically of the measures for the protection of these 
persons. 
 
3. Establishment of a system of rescue in the Meditsystem of rescue in the Meditsystem of rescue in the Meditsystem of rescue in the Mediterranean Seaerranean Seaerranean Seaerranean Sea aimed at rescuing 
those who flee their countries by unsafe means, investing in search and rescue operations 
and providing aid immediately to people in difficulties. Almost 7,000 human beings died 
drowned in the Mediterranean from October 2013, 3.771 of them only in 2015. Policies 
that force to retreat to the migrants only force these people to take more dangerous routes 
in search of safety. Spain, as a border country, should ensure particular protection and do 
not focus its efforts to prevent their arrival or achieve their expulsion. 
 
4. Approval of the Regulation of Development of Law 12/2009 regulating the Right to Regulation of Development of Law 12/2009 regulating the Right to Regulation of Development of Law 12/2009 regulating the Right to Regulation of Development of Law 12/2009 regulating the Right to 
Asylum and Subsidiary PAsylum and Subsidiary PAsylum and Subsidiary PAsylum and Subsidiary Protectionrotectionrotectionrotection, which has more than five years of delay as provided in 
the law itself and thus is prevented from having effective forecasts of vital importance, 
such as the possibility of authorising the stay in Spain for humanitarian reasons in the 
framework of the process of asylum or the possibility of directly asking the asylum in 
embassies and consulates of Spain abroad. 
 
5. Modification of the aforementioned Law 12/2009 of Right to ALaw 12/2009 of Right to ALaw 12/2009 of Right to ALaw 12/2009 of Right to Asylumsylumsylumsylum in order to 
eliminate intolerable constraints so that the risk of persecution by reason of gender, 
orientation and sexual identity or age is recognized as a cause of asylum, when such 
limitations are not in relation to other causes of persecution. Also must be recognized 
specifically as a cause of asylum the risk of suffering violence or the person to be 
subjected to exploitation in the country of origin. 
 
 
6. Comprehensive regulation of prprprprotection to victims of trafficking in human beingsotection to victims of trafficking in human beingsotection to victims of trafficking in human beingsotection to victims of trafficking in human beings 
through a law, by modifying the procedure whereby we proceed to identification and 
recognition as such. Currently the faculty to recognize a person as a victim of this type of 
exploitation lies exclusively in the forces and the State security bodies. We consider that 
the judges and members of the public prosecutor involved in the investigation and 
prosecution of such offences should be able to recognize these victims so that they are 
holders of a statute of integral protection, both ex officio, at the request of the victim or of 



associations and organizations which have legally recognized among its purposes the 
protection of these persons. 
 
7. Forecast of alternatives to placement in Falternatives to placement in Falternatives to placement in Falternatives to placement in Foreign oreign oreign oreign Detention CentersDetention CentersDetention CentersDetention Centers while processing 
a record of return or expulsion, with solutions that do not involve violation of human rights, 
as protected flats or regimes of foster care through associations and organizations that 
have legally recognized among its purposes the protection and assistance of migrants. 
 
According to humanitarian emergency that we live and continuous violations of rights 
suffered by these particularly vulnerable migrants, issuing entities are committed to 
promoting the development of the proposed measures. As jurists worried about 
compliance with the respect for human rights, we will continue ensuring them. To this end, 
we have created a blog where you can join to proposals that are exposed, individually or 
collectively, which we intend to submit to the corresponding institutions demanding its 
immediate adoption. 
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